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ABSTRACT
Many drugs used in paediatric medicine are off-label.
There is a rising call for the use of adaptive clinical trial
designs (ADs) in responding to the need for safe and
effective drugs given their potential to offer efficiency
and cost-effective benefits compared with traditional
clinical trials. ADs have a strong appeal in paediatric
clinical trials given the small number of available
participants, limited understanding of age-related
variability and the desire to limit exposure to futile
or unsafe interventions. Although the ethical value of
adaptive trials has increasingly come under scrutiny,
there is a paucity of literature on the ethical dilemmas
that may be associated with paediatric adaptive
designs (PADs). This paper highlights some of these
ethical concerns around safety, scientific/social value
and caregiver/guardian comprehension of the trial
design. Against this background, the paper develops
a non-static conceptual lens for understanding PADs.
It shows that ADs are epistemically open and reduce
some of the knowledge-associated uncertainties
inherent in clinical trials as well as fast-track the time to
draw conclusions about the value of evaluated drugs/
treatments. On this note, the authors argue that PADs
are ethically justifiable given they (1) have multiple layers
of safety, exposing enrolled children to lesser potential
risks, (2) create social/scientific value generally and
for paediatric populations in particular, (3) specifically
foster the flourishing of paediatric populations and (4)
can significantly improve paediatric trial efficiency when
properly designed and implemented. However, because
PADs are relatively new and their regulatory, ethical
and logistical characteristics are yet to be clarified in
some jurisdictions, the cooperation of various public
and private stakeholders is required to ensure that
the interests of children, their caregivers and parents/
guardians are best served while exposing paediatric
research subjects to the most minimal of risks when they
are enrolled in paediatric trials that use ADs.

conducted,3 without undermining study validity
and integrity.4 In paediatric practice, many medicines are off-label5 and pharmacological data are
often extrapolated from adults to children, though
there are metabolic and developmental differences
between both groups6 highlighting a need for efficient clinical trials.
The use of off-label drugs, compared with drugs
specific indications, are associwith population-
ated with more adverse drug reactions7 8 as well
as underdosing and overdosing in children, which
underscores the paediatric population’s need for
quality, safe and efficacious drugs formulated for
children, infants and neonates.5 9 10 Traditional clinical trials often answer a single specific question
with a predetermined sample size (informed by data
gathered mostly from other populations) presenting
challenges for rare diseases or diseases that are
only present in childhood, with limited data about
disease course and variability in response across
different age groups. Given the costs of conducting
clinical trials and many areas in need of study, there
is an urgent need for alternative trial designs such as
ADs in paediatric clinical trials.
Whereas there is a rising call for the incorporation of AD frameworks to increase the efficiency of
clinical trials,11 12 their ethical value has increasingly
come under scrutiny. Although a limited amount of
extant literature has engaged the ethical concerns
that are specific to outcome-adaptive studies,13 there
is a paucity of literature on the ethical challenges
that may be specifically associated with paediatric
adaptive designs (PADs). Against this background,
this paper identifies and discusses some of the
central ethical dilemmas that PADs generate. It uses
a non-static conceptual lens to understand ADs in
general and PADs in particular, ultimately arguing
that PADs are justifiable on pragmatic and ethical
grounds due to their multiple layers of safety, social/
scientific value and their potential to meet the
unique drug needs of paediatric populations.

INTRODUCTION
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Traditional clinical trials have fixed designs with
predefined sample sizes, allow data analysis at the
end of any given study and leave minimal room
for modifications of the planned trial. In contrast,
a non-traditional class of study design known as
adaptive designs (ADs), including basket trials, platform trials, umbrella trials, drop the loser, play the
winner, seamless phase II/III1 or response adaptive
randomisations, allow preplanned modifications on
the basis of the data accumulating over the course of
a trial.2 Clinical trials that use ADs may be useful in
the accelerated provision of safe and effective drugs
as they offer efficient and potentially cost-effective
benefits to how trials are traditionally designed and

ADAPTIVE DESIGNS IN CLINICAL TRIALS

ADs incorporate prospectively planned modifications of one or more specific aspects of the study
design and/or the associated hypotheses, using data
(from subjects in the study and occasionally from
other studies being conducted in parallel) accumulated in the course of a clinical trial.10 Such adaptations take several forms and are always prespecified.
For instance, the subjects may be initially allocated
to the experimental or standard treatment arm in
a fixed 1:1 ratio, but the allocation ratio may be
altered to tilt towards the preferred or better arm
(‘play the winner’)14 if the emerging data favour
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Non-static framework for understanding adaptive
designs: an ethical justification in paediatric trials
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ETHICAL CHALLENGES OF ADAPTIVE DESIGNS IN PAEDIATRIC
CLINICAL TRIALS

Although the adaptations that will be made in trials that use ADs
are prespecified, they are not uniform across all trials. That is,
while adaptive trial A may prespecify accruing data-based modifications in randomisation ratios, an adaptive trial B may specify
dropping an inferior treatment arm.23 This raises the possibility
that the ethical issues that specific adaptations in individual
trials may vary. However, from a clinical research perspective,
the central ethical quandaries surrounding the use of ADs in
paediatric clinical trials largely revolve around issues of safety,
scientific/social value and comprehension of the trial design by
parents/caregivers as well as children and youth participants. A
closer examination of the nature and nuances surrounding these
issues follows.

Safety issues in paediatric adaptive designs

Although children can benefit greatly from clinical research, the
added protection they often need (such as closer clinical monitoring), perceived barriers and lack of resources/infrastructure
to incentivise multisite collaboration minimise their participation in clinical trials.24 This scenario generally exposes them
to off-label drugs and unauthorised therapies due to a paucity
of evidence generated through paediatric clinical trials and
submission for marketing authorisations.25 This state of affairs
has, however, led to untoward consequences in the past. For
instance, the use of chloramphenicol for neonatal sepsis and
rapid infusion of concentrated bicarbonate to correct metabolic
acidosis were associated with increased mortality and morbidity
in critically ill neonates.26 Whereas this observation underscores
the importance of clinical trials in neonates, it does not legitimise conducting paediatric trials at the expense of their safety.
Indeed, safety in PADs should minimise risks varying from
known or possible therapeutic-related harms to indignities, in
2

incorporating safety data from preclinical models and other
populations.
When the safety and efficacy of experimental therapies are
unproven, withholding them from some potentially eligible
patients may be ethically justifiable25. However, safety concerns
arise in the context of ADs that employ an adaptive randomisation technique because some of the participants will not
receive the experimental therapy with promising results (based
on accruing data). Rather, the trial will continue to assign some
participants (though limited) to a treatment for which there is
an increasing statistical probability that it will be inferior.13 At
first glance, it would seem that this is especially problematic in
the context of PADs due to the involvement of children. In other
words, being aware of the relative superiority of one treatment
over the other (or others, depending on how many arms are
incorporated into the specific trial) and continuing to assign
some children to a treatment that seems to be relatively less
effective seems problematic. Indeed, if safety is contextualised
to mean positive in-trial clinical benefits with attendant minimal
or no side-effects, exposing such limited number of children
to a potentially inferior treatment would imply a lesser degree
of safety. However, this potential ‘pharmacological inferiority’
normally occurs in traditional trials with a fixed sample size but
is hardly evident until the end of recruitment and data analysis.
In other words, the preplanned modifications that occur in PADs
decrease the number of those that would be allocated to a potential in-trial unintended ‘harm’ . Such possible unintended harms
are, however, intrinsic to clinical trials and are not a unique
feature of adaptive designs.
The continued allocation to a probable ‘inferiority arm’ of
trials that are adaptive may, however, serve useful epistemic and
pragmatic purposes. For example, it could serve as a means of
further learning about any delayed treatment effects or effects
that may be due to temporal trends. The possibility that temporal
trends lead to changes in the dynamics between inferiority and
superiority arms supports the idea that keeping all arms running
in PADs may improve the quality of the conclusions that will
be drawn from data generated in such trials. This perspective is
reinforced by the observation that toxicity, efficacy and delayed
effects in clinical trials do not always occur within the same
time-frame.27
PADs also tend to have a uniquely better safety net compared
with traditional paediatric clinical trials because data related to
efficacy are likely to accrue faster. If this leads to dropping a treatment arm where efficacy is highly improbable (eg, in a multiarm
trial)28 or excluding some individual participants (eg, based on
specific biomarkers evaluated during an interim analysis),23 then
paediatric participants will be spared unwarranted exposure to
the given drug under investigation. However, like traditional
trials, in-trial safety issues that derive directly from the use of
adaptive designs in clinical trials have hardly been addressed by
extant regulatory guidelines and are often left at the discretion of
individual sponsors and trialists. In the UK, paediatric research
is still generally expected to involve no greater than minimal or
low risk.29 In North America, the situation is roughly the same
as there is no compensatory mechanism for research-
related
harms that paediatric participants may experience.22 This has
prompted Fleischman and Collogan to argue that there is a need
for a government-sponsored regulation to develop a no-fault
insurance pool to meet this need.22 In the context of PADs, such
a regulatory reform is more pressing and highlights the need for
regulators, trialists, funders and researchers to collaboratively
come up with a viable way to specifically address in-trial-related
adverse reactions in PADs. This will help to foster trust in the
Afolabi MOS, Kelly LE. J Med Ethics 2021;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/medethics-2021-107263
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one of the treatment arms.15 Other changes associated with ADs
include trial eligibility criteria, dosing, sample size re-estimation
to enhance power, the statistical analysis plan, the choice of the
primary outcome, outcome adaptive randomisation to allocate
more participants to the potentially superior treatment arm and
ending the trial if an interim analysis indicates a low probability
of detecting a difference between the treatment and control.1 16
Compared with fixed designs, ADs generally use smaller
sample sizes for the same statistical power and can address a
research question in more detail. Based on modelling, it has
been estimated that up to a 60% reduction in sample size may
be achieved with ADs compared with traditional clinical trials
that incorporate rigid sample sizes.17 However, some research
questions may require an increased sample size to provide the
relevant answer. Sample size modifications potentially offer
improved information on how specific interventions may be
applied, for instance, in the context of dosing or a subgroup.18
Such information should, therefore, lead to an earlier identification of ineffective therapies compared with traditional clinical
trials, thereby cutting down the overall participant burden and
cost of a trial.19
Regardless of these potential advantages, some scholars
argue that ADs foster some degree of injustice,13 may add to
the burden borne by some of the participants enrolled in such
trials,20 complicate the process of consent21 and may increase
how patients fail to distinguish between being under clinical care
and clinical research (therapeutic misconception).22
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Scientific/social value of paediatric adaptive designs

Paediatric clinical trials are necessary as certain disease conditions and drug responses are children-specific,6 though research
studies may not offer direct benefit to participants and may
expose them to risks of potential harm.32 In other words,
paediatric trials including those that use AD-based frameworks
specifically seek to create scientific and social value to paediatric
populations through identification and optimisation of safe and
effective therapies, dosing regimens as well as the faster rejection of treatments/drugs that are ineffective or toxic. Indeed,
the rhetoric of social value is not just an ethical benchmark for
Western-based research,33 but extends to contexts where non-
western drugs and phytomedicines are being evaluated via clinical trials.34
In the context of clinical research, methods that minimise the
allocation of research participants to an inferior treatment are
ethically appealling22 and aligns, prima facie, with the moral principle that requires physician investigators to maximise benefit
(beneficence) and reduce harm (non-
maleficence).13 Harm
reduction has been previously reported in PADs. For example,
the adaptive design used in the PREMILOC study enabled the
researchers to end the trial as soon as efficacy was established
based on accruing data, thereby preventing the further allocation
of neonates to the placebo arm of the study.35 This re-echoes
the notion that PADs reduce the exposure of in-trial participants
to ineffective therapies. It likewise suggests the faster time to
answer research questions with PADs, if interpreted and communicated wisely, with the potential to implement successful treatments more quickly into paediatric practice. Applied to the
context of rare childhood diseases like primary ciliary dyskinesia
and Duchenne muscular dystrophy where faster access to early
interventions and treatments are critical to reduce morbidity,36
the conclusions of paediatric adaptive trials will have more
immediate and long-term clinical benefits. This will ultimately
improve paediatric trial efficiency by significantly shortening the
time it will take for paediatric medicines (that are successfully
evaluated via PADs) to enter into clinical use. The attendant
implication of this is that children will generally not have to wait
for several years for trial data to filter into paediatric practice.37

Participant and caregiver comprehension of paediatric
adaptive designs

The ethical requirement that participants understand trials prior
to providing consent implies that inadequate information will
stifle meaningful choice, constrain autonomy38 and may invalidate the ethical force of any trial consent given under a state of
ignorance. ADs differ from traditional clinical trials and have an
increased likelihood of complexity;39 as such, there is a possibility that caregivers and parents/guardians may have a hard time
comprehending the changing dynamics of the specific PAD-based
trial for which their consent is required. PADs, however, also
elicit specific questions about assent, the capacity of children to
‘positively agree’ to participate in a trial/study. Assent in research
is not confined to the sphere of ensuring that the regulatory box
Afolabi MOS, Kelly LE. J Med Ethics 2021;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/medethics-2021-107263

is properly checked off.40 Its importance centres around reducing
possible physical/psychological harm, according respect to the
child as a human being, and his/her universal rights.41
Although the default attitude is that assent should only be
sought from children who are able to understand trials and other
research studies,42 the complexity of PADs raises the possibility
that valid assent may be fraught with difficulties in the context of
paediatric research that use adaptive trial designs. Such a viewpoint is reinforced by the inadequacy of disclosure and comprehension in the context of trials based on ADs.21 Taken together,
an ethically problematic implication of these strings of thought
is that some caregivers and many of the children participants
not that PADs
may not fully understand the what and what-
entail generally and the particular dynamics and nuances of the
specific adaptive-based paediatric trial where their participation
is needed. However, the challenge of understanding inherent
in PADs for the purpose of ethically valid parental consent and
assent of eligible children could potentially be resolved through
transparancy, meaningful engagement with a trained research
coordinator, the use of visual aids to enhance comprehension
and an evaluation of information obtained during the consent
process. In this regard, specialised comic books43 may be suited
for younger children while other tools such as the modified
MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool for Clinical Research
may be suitable for older children.44 Whereas engagement with
children, youth and parents in the design process may ensure
consent and assent forms convey clear and concise information
on study design, empirical research and further bioethical reflection on the process of informed consent and assent in PAD are
important knowledge gaps that require scholarly investigation.
Using age-based criteria, some commentators argue that assent
may be sought from children from age 7 onwards.42 Applied to
the context of PADs, this implies that only parental/caregiver
consent will be ethically essential when younger-than-7-year-old
children are enrolled in clinical trials. However, in addition
to parental/caregiver consent, children who fall between the 8
and 18 age spectrum will need to provide assent. Yet, there is
a possibility that some younger-than-7-year-old children whose
parents/care-givers consent to their participation may choose
not to participate in some PADs. In such a scenario, the principle of dissent should apply. Put simply, this will involve the
bodily reaction to a specific trial in a way that conveys any form
of distress.45 Finally, there is the possibility that some children
who previously gave assent to a PAD-based clinical trial prior
to the age of 18 will turn the legal age before the end of that
trial. In such scenarios, the ethical validity of those PADs will
depend on the respective youth participants to give their consent
for continued participation in the trial (without the need for
parental consent). They should also have the liberty to decline
continued participation without any consequences.

A NON-STATIC CONCEPTUALISATION OF PAEDIATRIC
ADAPTIVE DESIGNS

Although certain ethical concerns may arise in the context of
PADs, such concerns may be reconciled if adaptive designs,
of which PADs are a specific subset, are conceptualised as an
open way of engaging the epistemic and practical complexities
surrounding clinical trials. According to Karl Popper, the world is
emergent and requires non-static explanatory approximations of
its realities.46 In epistemological terms, this implies that knowledge often evolves and adapts to an equally evolving reality.
Seen in this light, a non-static way of describing PADs is that
they constitute epistemically open and fluid ways of conducting
3
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trial community, which is integral to achieving the full potential
of clinical trials that use adaptive designs.30
Last, if the predominant practice of using off-label and unlicensed drugs constitutes a paediatric safety issue due to the
associated increased risks of adverse drug reactions,31 the use of
PADs to specifically evaluate drug safety, posology and efficacy
in the paediatric population is one of the options available to
address this safety concern as well as generate drug data that are
specific to the paediatric patient population.

Original research
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gold standard status of the p value,56 57 arguing that statistical
inferences could be strengthened if decisions based on p values
were replaced by a biological evaluation of effect sizes and their
CIs, which can provide insights about the precision of observed
effects.58

Justifying paediatric adaptive trials

The notion of pragmatic justification entails justifying moral
norms on the basis of their capacities to achieve some of the
goals of morality.38 Morality, however, entails two important
dimensions: the experiential or practical aspect of the moral
life and the ethical ideas that govern the lived experiences. As
such, a robust justification should address both of these aspects
of morality. In relation to adaptive designs, there are pragmatic
and ethical arguments that may justify PADs.

Pragmatic justification of paediatric adaptive trials

As previously pointed out, there are some potential safety
issues inherent in all clinical trials including those with PADs.
However, it is important to note that some degrees of uncertainty (for instance, about possible treatment outcomes and side
effects) are an inevitable aspect of contemporary biomedical/clinical research, and critical components of equipoise are needed
to justify that a clinical trial is necessary. If the potential for
harm constitutes an almost unavoidable aspect of most clinical
research, the practical response will be ensuring that such harms
are kept to the barest minimum as much as possible.59 PADs meet
this principle because they have multiple layers of safety. For
instance, their generally small sample size17 and use of accrued
data imply that a minimal number of children enrolled will be
exposed to ineffective treatments.60 In addition, the quick turn-
around time of PADs5 implies that responder paediatric populations will be identified in a timely manner.61 This statistically
cuts the potential risk of undue exposure to test drugs. It also
raises the theoretical possibility that PADs may provide useful
data about hitherto uncertainties related to specific trial drugs,
devices and vaccines. The ability to add new treatment arms as
evidence arises in some PADs are particularly valuable, especially
in the context of the unknown, for example, during a pandemic.
It has been reported that clinical trial designs that use frequent
interim analyses via early stopping rules outperform those with
a single end-of-study analysis in the average time to conclusion,
average sample size as well as the probability of drawing viable
conclusions.62 This reinforces the pragmatic value of PADs.
The appeal of the pragmatic justification of the framework of
PADs developed in this article is further underscored by the fact
that the use of real-world evidence has not been fully developed
in paediatrics.63 Therefore, PADs create social/scientific value for
paediatric populations by being responsive to their unique pharmacotherapeutic needs. If a part of the goals of innovative therapies is the provision of evidence of benefit and elucidation about
the level of consequent risk,25 then PADs may be considered as
an important tool for evaluating therapeutic benefits and clarifying their attendant risk dynamics in the paediatric population.

Ethical justification of paediatric adaptive trials

Ethics entails the possibilities of rationally founding and justifying our human conduct.64 Since human flourishing remains
a central focus of societal telos,65 and this end aligns with the
goal of the contemporary bioethical enterprise as articulated by
Van Rensselaer Potter,66 ethically justifying PADs will involve
showing how paediatric clinical trials that use adaptive designs
will foster human flourishing in general and the flourishing of
paediatric populations in particular. In paediatric practice, the
Afolabi MOS, Kelly LE. J Med Ethics 2021;0:1–7. doi:10.1136/medethics-2021-107263
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paediatric research by specifically allowing investigators to use
developing data to make pragmatic decisions in the best interest
of science and the children and young adults who participate in
paediatric clinical trials.
static perspective of
An important implication of this non-
PADs is that it may reduce some of the knowledge-associated
uncertainties inherent in clinical trials by reflecting real-world,
population-specific shifts in knowledge. Since uncertainty, the
absence of certitude or exact knowledge47 can only be diminished via knowledge acquisition;48 conceptualising PADs via a
non-static prism reflects how real-world changes occur in the
course of knowledge acquisition vis-à-vis eliminating some of
the uncertainties tied to trial drugs and other interventions in
paediatric medicine. This remark ties in with Alex London’s
argument that ADs reflect how changes occur in an idealised
learning health system in response to reliable evidence about
the relative strengths of specific treatment modalities.49 In other
words, PADs seek to engage a shifting or non-static state of
affairs in relation to eliciting therapeutic information, solving
therapeutic uncertainties about investigational compounds/
drugs and ultimately drawing conclusions about the efficacy or
inefficacy of trial drugs.
It is important to note that decisions in real life are made
in such a way that newer information often informs decisional shifts. For instance, imagine that person A needs a good
protein-rich cereal and finds that products X, Y and Z are available options. After a period of interchanging the consumption
of each, if person A comes to know (eg, based on finding out
and comparing the nutritional components of each brand) and
believe that product X is nutritionally superior to Y and Z, the
subsequent practical implication will be that person A will buy
more of X and less (if any) of Y and Z. In other words, unless
there is another compelling reason (driven by hitherto unavailable information), most rational persons in person A’s shoes will
not abandon their consumption of X. Transposed to the context
of clinical trials, PADs may be said to mirror the on-the-go decisional refinements that govern our daily human experiences but
use the constraints of predefined rules for making refinements
without compromising methodological rigour in clinical trial
designs. This last remark, however, needs further elaboration.
Unlike the analogy described, PADs employ rigorous statistical
tools rather than only apparent efficacy, inefficacy or toxicity
to drive interim decisions and the conclusions reached at the
end of the trial. Specifically, PADs as subsets of ADs incorporate preplanned statistical analysis plans that can help control
operational biases and type 1 errors.23 Biostatisticians are also
working on other ways to control type 1 errors. For instance,
the Bonferroni-Holm test procedure based on conditional error
rates of individual treatment–control comparisons.50
Although the class of adaptive designs is broad to the extent
that the methodological and statistical challenges (and solutions)
are individually determined,51 critics often overlook this and
paint such challenges with a broad brush.52 For instance, within
the statistical community, there is a schism about the benefits of
using either the frequentist or Bayesian approach in ADs that
use response-adaptive randomisation,53 some of which are tied
to the reliability of the p values of the evaluated parameters.23
Although rigorous statistical tools are used to ensure the statistical integrity of ADs including the use of random stratification
and blocked randomisation,54 some biostatisticians have increasingly argued that the p value is not the sole indicator of plausibility, truth or presence of an association or effect.55 In other
words, statistical inference is not the sole arbiter of scientific
inference. Increasingly, some biostatisticians are questioning the
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the same scenario is applicable and equipoise can be maintained
with appropriate blinding. However, in a PAD where pharmacokinetic differences are being evaluated,77 the need to satisfy
the principle of clinical equipoise will not arise because a state
of efficacy-related uncertainty is not central to such trials. This
again reinforces the idea that the specific dimensions of the
ethical quandaries that PADs will elicit will be tied to the pre-
planned modifications in each trial.

CONCLUSION

The prevalent use of off-label drugs and extrapolated data of
drugs meant for the adult population in paediatrics is ethically worrisome due to the potential for adverse drug reactions
and possible undertreatment and overtreatment. This calls for
increased conduct and funding of paediatric clinical trials, which
incorporate innovative and efficient methodological designs
such as adaptive designs. However, such PADs must be ethically
viable and justifiable.31 Using a non-static explanatory framework, this paper has argued that paediatric adaptive designs may
be justified on ethical and pragmatic grounds. However, because
PADs are relatively new and their regulatory, ethical and logistical considerations are yet to be fully clarified,5 the cooperation of various public and private stakeholders such as clinicians,
parents, researchers and regulatory bodies78 79 will be integral to
clarifying and debating their ethical, statistical and operational
issues.
Such a process can help produce consensual guidelines on
how to generally engage the issues raised by the complexities
of PADs including the fluid responsibilities of trialists, sponsors, parental consent and paediatric assent/dissent. This should
ultimately ensure that the interests of children are best served
while exposing them to minimal risks and building an evidence
base for optimal pharmacotherapy. Without exploring promising alternative trial designs such as PADs, the likelihood of
improving healthcare for minors now and in the future may lag
behind.80 However, such designs require additional transparency, communication and reporting to enhance the credibility
and interpretability of the results.81 Finally, one of the principal goals of ADs and by implication PADs is fast-tracking the
clinical development process while minimising the number of
patients that will be exposed to experimental treatments via
early termination of a trial for futility, efficacy or toxicity.23 As
such, if PADs are properly carried out with the right statistical
measures to ensure the statistical as well as scientific integrity
of the conclusions, and if the trial-specific quandaries raised by
the trial protocol are properly engaged; then they are one of the
ethically appealing options that can improve the efficiency of
paediatric clinical trials.
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off-label use of established adult medicines is rife, resulting in
increased adverse events and suboptimal efficacy in the target
population.67 If justice involves preventing an inequitable
burden of research,68 then justice in the context of PADs will
entail children bearing the burden of paediatric-specific trials.
However, this could be after novel therapies have been previously evaluated in animal and adult human populations69 in
order to minimise possible harms in neonates, infants, children
and adolescents.
Although some commentators have argued that ADs (and
by implication PADs) potentially have biases,39 taking decisions about increasing or decreasing allocation to treatment/
control arms independently of the treating physicians by using
predefined, statistically justified definitions for superiority and
futility can help minimise such subjective biases. The use of
intense and thoughtful planning with AD experts during the
design phase14 of a PAD can also help minimise some of the
methodological biases/concerns.
Finally, Marianna Kruger has advocated that it is the duty of
paediatric clinicians to assist in ensuring improved access to efficacious and safe medicines for children.24 However, access to
safe and efficacious medicine for children to meet their specific
disease burdens (eg, for Kawasaki disease, necrotising enterocolitis and Duchenne muscular dystrophy) and the physiological impact of development cannot be realised if novel and
promising trial designs such as PADs are not explored. In other
words, whereas children are vulnerable members of the society
for whom utmost protection is necessary,70 allowing them to
participate in PADs is a promising means of protecting them
from continued exposure to unregistered drugs and adult-based
extrapolated dosing regimens.
Another important theme is the question of clinical equipoise. Although there are clear distinctions between the ends of
receiving in-trial treatment and participating in one of the arms
of a clinical trial, a number of bioethicists consider clinical equipoise—a state of uncertainty about ‘superior’ efficacy among
the treatments being evaluated in a given trial—as an integral
ethical principle governing the rationale for a clinical trial.71
However, bioethicists still disagree about this requirement .72–74
The concept of equipoise has not been widely incorporated into
paediatric research due to several areas of poor evidence on
effectiveness and safety of paediatric therapeutic interventions
that are based on adult-extrapolated data .75 Hence, the ethical
ramifications it elicits in paediatric clinical trials have hardly
received any systematic engagement. For example, the Canadian
Tri-Council Policy on research involving humans is silent on the
issue of clinical equipoise in paediatric research.76
However, the specific nature of a given paediatric trial,
the treatment arms that are being compared and the specific
preplanned modifications will ultimately determine whether or
not the principle of equipoise holds. In the context of a PAD
that uses a response-adaptive or a biomarker-driven randomisation technique, if the accruing data elicit an adaptation such that
more enrolled patients are allocated to intervention B and less
to A, the state of equipoise will appear to have been violated.
However, because clinicians and other clinical researchers who
run PADs would not explicitly know this (due to blinding) as
only the Data Monitoring Committees (DMCs) usually have
access to the evolving data at interim analyses, clinical equipoise essentially remains unbroken. Also, the possibility that
temporal trends and delayed drug effects may alter the eventual superiority-inferiority arm outcome of PADs implies that
even the DMCs remain in varying states of uncertainty. If the
adaptive decision required in an ongoing PAD is dose-related,
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